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advantage Give an advantage to.
The village s proximity to the town is an advantage.

backwards (of a movement) in the direction of one’s back.
Penny glanced backwards.

behalf
As the agent of or on someone s part usually expressed as on behalf of
rather than in behalf of.
Spoke a good word in his friend s behalf.

benefit Derive a benefit from.
The changes are of benefit to commerce.

best In a most excellent way or manner.
The best solution.

better Changed for the better in health or fitness.
The new facilities were far better.

boon A favour or request.
Boon companions.

downside
The negative aspect of something otherwise regarded as good or desirable.
He says being a rock star is a fun line of work when you re young but admits
fame can have its downsides.

excellent Very good;of the highest quality.
Their results are excellent.

favorite Preferred above all others and treated with partiality.
That book is one of my favorites.

good
In a good or proper or satisfactory manner or to a high standard good is a
nonstandard dialectal variant for well.
The meat is still good.

indulging The act of indulging or gratifying a desire.
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like Want to have.
I responded in like manner.

moll A prostitute.
I d rush the money over to his moll.

perquisite
A thing which has served its primary use and to which a subordinate or
employee has a customary right.
The perquisites of celebrity are intoxicating.

plus On the positive side or higher end of a scale.
A plus value.

positive Having a positive charge.
The company received a positive response from investors.

predilection A predisposition in favor of something.
A predilection for expensive cars.

preeminence High status importance owing to marked superiority.

prefer Give preference to one creditor over another.
Some people prefer camping to staying in hotels.

prerogative

Arising from the prerogative of the Crown usually delegated to the
government or the judiciary and based in common law rather than statutory
law.
The monarch retained the formal prerogative power to appoint the Prime
Minister.

privilege Grant a privilege or privileges to.
A breach of parliamentary privilege.

profiteer
A person who profiteers.
They claim he has illegally profiteered from his businesses in a number of
ways.

sideways With one side forward or to the front.
He hurried towards his office without a sideways glance.

superb
Used in names of birds with attractive or colourful plumage e g superb
lyrebird.
The Bey of Tunis was building himself a superb mausoleum.

tout Show off.
This product was touted as a revolutionary invention.

unmatched Eminent beyond or above comparison.
He has a talent unmatched by any other politician.

upside The more positive aspect of a situation.
Being self employed has its upside.
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value Fix or determine the value of assign a value to.
Your support is of great value.

worthwhile Sufficiently valuable to justify the investment of time or interest.
A worthwhile book.
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